The analysis of seismic signals obtained from near-source triaxial accelerometer recordings of two sets of single-block rockfall experiments is presented. The tests were carried out under controlled conditions in two quarries in northeastern Spain; in the first test (Foj limestone quarry, Barcelona), 30 blocks were released with masses ranging between 475 and 11,480 kg. The second test (Ponderosa andesite quarry, Tarragona) consisted of the release of 44 blocks with masses from 466 to 13,581 kg. An accelerometer and three high-speed video cameras were deployed, so that the trajectories, velocities, and block fragmentation could be tracked precisely. These data were used to explore the relationship between seismic energy and rockfall kinetics (the latter obtained from video analysis). We determined absolute and relative values of seismic energy and used them to estimate rockfall volumes. Finally, the seismic signature of block fragmentation was assessed in both the frequency and time domains. The ratios of seismic energy after impact to kinetic energy before impact ranged between 10 −7 and 10 −4 . These variables were weakly correlated. The use of seismic energy relative to impacting kinetic energy was preferred for the estimation of volumes. Block fragmentation impacts were dominated by higher acceleration spectrum centroid frequencies than those of nonfragmentation impacts: 56.62 ± 2.88 and 48.46 ± 4.39 Hz at Foj and 52.84 ± 12.73 and 38.14 ± 4.73 Hz at Ponderosa.
Introduction
Controlling the hazards associated with rockfalls, landslides, and related mass wasting is now an issue of concern. The number of endangered inhabited areas has increased in recent years, mainly due to population and infrastructure growth (e.g., Petley, 2013) . In spite of available methods to detect potentially unstable rockfall sources such as satellite image analysis, digital photogrammetry, or terrestrial laser scanning (e.g., Jaboyedoff et al., 2012; Sturzenegger & Stead, 2003) , these phenomena are not easy to capture in their natural state. Real-time observations of the failure process are unlikely, owing to the unprompted nature and time span of these events, which usually occur in a matter of seconds.
Continuous seismic recordings can be used to detect and study rockfalls and other mass instabilities and have been found to be a powerful source of information. Studies undertaken to date have been able to detect Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 10.1029/2017JF004374 and locate events (e.g., Deparis et al., 2008; Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 Lacroix & Helmstetter, 2011; Suriñach et al., 2005) , determine associated seismic energies (e.g., Bottelin et al., 2014; Deparis et al., 2008; Hibert et al., 2014; Yamada et al., 2012) , and deduce the size, force, and kinetic parameters of large mass movements (e.g., Allstadt, 2013; Ekström & Stark, 2013; Favreau et al., 2010; Hibert et al., 2015; Moretti et al., 2012) . Furthermore, short-period (unless otherwise specified, we refer to frequencies in the order of 10 0 Hz or higher when the terms "short period" or "high frequency" are employed in this paper; below 10 0 Hz, "long period" or "low frequency" is used instead) elastic waves carry additional information regarding the source mechanisms and dynamics of failure on rock cliffs and slopes (e.g., Chen et al., 2013; Dammeier et al., 2011 Dammeier et al., , 2016 Deparis et al., 2008; Helmstetter & Garambois, 2010; Vilajosana et al., 2008) .
High-frequency signals are less stable (with increased attenuation, dispersion, and spreading), but they can be observed for smaller events. Owing to the increasing density of regional and local seismic networks, the analysis of high-frequency seismic signals to infer multiple characteristics of mass movements has augmented in recent years: the volume of the detached mass has been related to both seismic amplitude and energy (Dammeier et al., 2011; Hibert et al., 2011; Norris, 1994; Yamada et al., 2012) , momentum to signal envelope and amplitude (Hibert, Ekström, & Stark, 2017; Schneider et al., 2010) , and modeled force to signal power (Levy et al., 2015) . In contrast to studies based on longer-period waves, the aforementioned studies have shown that short-period waves may be used directly from recordings (without inversion) to quantify kinetic parameters; this could have direct applications in real-time monitoring.
Human-triggered events subject to enhanced monitoring have provided additional information about seismic signals associated with rockfalls. Vilajosana et al. (2008) found that rockfall impacts on the ground produced strong, linearly polarized waves that can be used to locate events if at least two recording stations are available. Moreover, impacts were characterized by an impulsive signature that was present in the entire frequency band of the analyzed spectra (up to 50 Hz). In a similar rockfall context, Bottelin et al. (2014) reported that seismic phases can be differentiated by using video and seismic signal recordings simultaneously, and both Vilajosana et al. (2008) and Bottelin et al. (2014) showed that the most energetic phases relate to specific impacts after a free-fall section.
Questions yet to solve in the context of seismic signals generated by rockfalls include the understanding of high-frequency sources (relative to the observed frequency band) and the relation between propagating projectile dynamics and their associated vibration. Previous studies have already considered field experiments to enhance the interpretation of seismic signal recordings. Field tests conducted by Huang et al. (2007) focused on the relationship between recorded signals resulting from individual impacts and those of debris flows. The similarities in their results point to interactions between the ground and individual rocks that dominate recorded vibrations in these flows. In a study comprising both theory and experiments, Farin et al. (2015) established relations between the frequency-dependent elastic energy and mass and velocity of the impacting body; however, the inference of both parameters from seismic energy did not provide positive results in field conditions. Additionally, a recent study by Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) explored both seismic amplitude and energy in relation to the kinetics of impacts. The authors used a similar experiment to ours in which 28 blocks were released in a marl gully. They found first-order polynomial scaling relationships between kinetic parameters, recorded amplitudes, and seismic energy. They utilized their correlation equations to infer the mass and velocity of impacts, with reasonably good results. Open queries that naturally emerge from these studies concern the control of terrain properties and block size in the scaling relationships. Moreover, Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) note that attenuation models need be ameliorated to reduce uncertainties.
We performed two controlled experiments with a total of 74 single-block releases at two different quarries in Catalonia, Spain (Figure 1 ). The first experiment was conducted at Foj quarry (41.361 ∘ N, 1.923 ∘ E), and the second at Ponderosa quarry (41.163 ∘ N, 0.943 ∘ E). Both tests were carried out in the framework of the project RockRisk , an important part of which has been dedicated to determining fragmentation of rock masses and its application in fragmentation and propagation models Ruiz-Carulla et al., 2015 . In this study, we concentrated on the emitted seismic energy values and time (t)-frequency (f ) features of recorded signals and compared them to free-fall kinetics and fragmentation, respectively. We aimed to (i) determine absolute and relative values of radiated elastic energy (throughout the paper, we indistinctly refer to seismic energy as either seismic energy or radiated elastic energy) as generated by the impacts of controlled and highly monitored single-block rockfalls, (ii) infer block volumes from the ratios obtained between seismic energy (E s ) and both kinetic (E k ) and potential (E p ) energy, and (iii) explore Devices signaled with an arrow were placed in the indicated direction, some steps behind (out of the modeled area). The white arrows indicate the profile section where the block falls took place. The scale is approximate. (c) Lateral view of the profile at Foj, indicating the total fall height (h), the slope angle ( ), and the considered angle between the deposit and the slope for the volume calculations ( ), according to explanations given in section 3.2 (the same metrics apply to Ponderosa). Note that the testing sites are composed of (i) the slope where the fall propagates and (ii) the quarry floor where the main impact of the block takes place and where the motion of the blocks stops. A small map to contextualize the experiments on a regional scale is also plotted (coordinates provided in section 1). GCP = ground control point. the seismic signature of fragmentation impacts to characterize the process of breakage in the frequency and time domains. Hence, this paper should shed light on the contribution of seismic energy to energy dissipation by the block impact on the ground, therefore exposing the efficiency of the conversion from kinetic to seismic energy. We also intended to answer whether the breakage of blocks influenced our results and to detail the expression of fragmentation in the recorded seismic signal.
The testing sites consisted of a slope and a horizontal platform (hereafter referred to as the quarry floor) where the main block impact took place and were equipped with a triaxial accelerometer, three high-speed video cameras (HSVCs), two standard high-definition cameras, and ground control points (GCPs). The blocks impacted on the quarry floor at a distance ranging between 20 and 30 m from the accelerometer. In order to construct 3-D models of the two sites, pictures were taken from the ground and from drones ( Figure 1 ). Supervised processing of video frames revealed the block trajectories in space, so the velocities and kinetic parameters could be determined (see section 2.2).
Methods
This section first describes the procedures used in the seismic data processing and analysis (section 2.1), which involves the computation of seismic energies and a detailed study of the signature of the fragmentation on seismic recordings. Second, the settings, instrumentation, and methodology for determining block volumes, impacting velocities, and other kinetic parameters are provided (section 2.2). Throughout the text, F is used to refer to fragmented blocks/fragmentation impacts, and NF for cases without fragmentation.
Seismic Data Processing and Analysis
A manual procedure was used to classify signals from the continuous accelerometric record resulting from each of the two field tests. For each blockfall, two data archives were kept (Figure 2): (1) corresponded to the complete fall (which encompassed all seismic features recorded from when the block was dropped . For each impact, two recordings were kept: the entire signal (1, purple area) and the waveform corresponding to the main impact on the quarry floor (2, orange area). Impact identification was made by comparison with video camera images. See explanations in sections 2.1 and 2.2. from the blade until its motion stopped) and (2) included only the waveform of the main impact on the quarry floor. This was done because two values of seismic energy were computed for each block: one for the entire signal from (1, E sT ) and one for the main impact from (2, E s ). The first value was only used for comparison to E p (total energy of the blockfall process), while E s was used elsewhere. When either of the two apply (e.g., in equation (1) and section 2.1.1), the term E s (T) or just E s is used.
An initial spectrogram evaluation of the raw signals was performed to examine the frequency band in which most of the energy was found. This preliminary analysis was focused on waveform-spectrogram comparison near the peak ground acceleration (PGA) occurrence ( Figure 3 ). With a sampling frequency of 250 Hz, the Nyquist frequency for our recordings was 125 Hz (i.e., the maximum observable frequency). Qualitative observation of spectrograms revealed dominant frequencies of around 50 Hz, although energy could be seen in most of the shown frequency band. To preserve all observed energetic frequencies, signals were filtered between 5 and 120 Hz for the entire analysis. The signals displayed clear onsets of waves and almost no background power before their arrival ( Figure 3 ). This observation was supported quantitatively by a mean noise energy calculation before the impacts and within this frequency band. Noise energy values were found to be insignificant (see section 3.1); thus, we did not perform any further processing to eliminate background noise.
The performed seismic signal analysis excluded a few recordings with a much weaker waveform expression and recordings of blocks that fragmented on the slope (before the main ground impact). The first discarded group included some blocks with small volumes (V < 0.4 m 3 ; refer to Table A1 for the volume range of the selected blocks). Although most of the selected blocks were larger, not all of them were, so this reasoning cannot justify the weaker signals; however, no alternative satisfactory explanation could be found for this reduced expression in some signals. Regarding the second discarded group, as both seismic energy (E s ) and fragmentation are explored hereafter, including them would have resulted in two different seismic signals (that of the main impact for E s , as explained above, and that of the breakage impact on the slope for F) being used for the same block release. Fragmentation on the slope only occurred for four blocks at Foj quarry and one at Ponderosa, so these blocks were removed to avoid confusion. After the selection process, the total number of blocks used (and their associated seismic signals) in this article is 21 for the Foj data set and 28 10.1029/2017JF004374 for the Ponderosa data set. All blocks within the selected group that fragmented did so on their first impact on the quarry floor ( Figure 1 and Table A2 ).
Radiated Elastic Energy Estimation
In seismology, the quantification of energy radiated from the source (an earthquake) through a solid medium has long been addressed (Lamb, 1904) . Rockfalls and landslides are found among other natural sources that release energy that propagates in the form of elastic waves. To date, various methods have been proposed for estimating the energy radiated from the source in rockfalls, landslides, and related phenomena. Previous studies in this context have used formulas initially derived for earthquakes, in which the seismic energy is computed from the magnitude following Kanamori's (1977) relation (Bottelin et al., 2014; Deparis et al., 2008; Weichert et al., 1994) or, as reported in Farin et al. (2016) , have integrated the flux of energy that is transmitted 360 ∘ from the source across a solid layer (Farin et al., 2015; Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 Hibert, Malet, et al., 2017; Levy et al., 2015; Vilajosana et al., 2008) . For the latter (henceforth called the flux method), a different expression needs to be used depending on whether internal (e.g., Vilajosana et al., 2008) or surface waves (e.g., Hibert et al., 2011; Vilajosana et al., 2007) dominate the seismic signal. Additionally, the flux method assumes a point-force source and an isotropic homogeneous medium (Dahlen, 1993; Kanamori & Given, 1982) .
We use the flux method to compute the seismic energy (E s(T) ) generated by each block (equation (1)). Appendix B reports the results of a quantitative three-component wave polarization analysis based on Vidale (1986) , from which we conclude that surface waves dominate the recorded signals. Second, we consider the supposition of a point-force source to be realistic enough in our context of single-block impacts. This has long been documented to fit shallow landslide sources (e.g., Dahlen, 1993; Eissler & Kanamori, 1987; Kanamori & Given, 1982; Kawakatsu, 1989) and is also supported by the fact that the flux method has been recurrently used in papers exploring rockfall seismic signals (e.g., Hibert et al., 2011; Vilajosana et al., 2008) . The accuracy of the required isotropic homogeneous medium assumption is more difficult to quantify, given that detailed geotechnical data on the bedrock were not acquired. Each substrate was lithologically constant (the same unit was found throughout the region of interest in the quarry). However, they were filled with a thin layer of rock debris of irregular thickness, and both the fracture pattern and the joint spacing (as observed in the outcrops) showed spatial variability; this led to an undetermined level of ground heterogeneity, even in the controlled conditions of our field tests (section 2.2). Discontinuities influence wave propagation in terms of attenuation, velocity, and shear wave splitting. Hence, some scatter in our seismic energy results may have been caused by this fact, which is acknowledged in the discussion (see section 3.1).
As explained above, signals were filtered from 5 to 120 Hz using a third-order Butterworth filter, to ensure the inclusion of all observed energetic frequencies in the analysis (Figure 3 ). While this passband managed to capture all observed frequencies that are relevant, it did not define the full frequency range of the impact process. Appendix C provides the theoretical spectral velocity peaks at the impact point, computed by applying the Hertz impact theory as in McLaskey and Glaser (2010) . The results show that the energy of the spectral peaks above 120 Hz only represents, in nearly all cases, 2.4% or less of the energy in the frequency band that we captured. Thus, the employed frequency range for the seismic energy computation allows a reliable estimate.
In equation (1), t i and t f represent the onset and final times of the waveform, which we obtained as those corresponding to the 0.05 and 99.95% limits of the Husid integral (H I (t)), namely, the cumulative integral of the squared acceleration as shown in equation (2) (e.g., Boore & Thompson, 2014) . In our case, this criterion allows reliable identification of the initial and end times of the relevant part of the waveform. While a wave arrival picking algorithm could have been used instead, it would have been computationally more expensive and the variations in the obtained seismic energy values would have been nearly nonexistent. This was affirmed after a comparison of E s values for two signals whose start and end times were also picked manually. Furthermore, seismic energies were, essentially, the result of the main waves in each waveform, which were Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 10.1029/2017JF004374 neither at the exact beginning or end of the signal. r is the distance source (event)-receiver (accelerometer), of some 20-30 m for our impacts, h R is the significant layer thickness for surface waves, is the ground density, c R is the phase velocity of seismic surface waves, u env (t) is the amplitude envelope of ground velocity (which requires the integration of the acceleration signal) obtained by using the Hilbert transform (H t ) as shown in equation (3). For each of the three spatial components, an envelope was obtained as in equation (3), and then we obtained the total envelope (which was ultimately used to compute E s(T) ) by vectorial composition of the other three as u env (t) = √ u env,x (t) 2 + u env,y (t) 2 + u env,z (t) 2 . Depending on whether E s or E sT was calculated, the input data archive contained the total number of recorded impacts or only the main one ( Figure 2) , and so t i , t f , and u env (t) changed accordingly for each computation. is the frequency-dependent damping factor introducing inelastic attenuation of surface waves (Aki & Richards, 1980) , calculated as in equation (4).
In this case, we employ the frequency centroid (f CTR ) of the acceleration spectrum, computed as in equation (5), where y(f ) is the numerical spectrum amplitude value associated with an f value (L/t units) and f the frequency. We relied on the fact that f CTR represents the mass center where most of the energy is found, and we used the f CTR value obtained for the main impact (where most of the seismic energy is released) for both E sT and E s . We also used the f CTR to determine h R as 1 4 , where = c R ∕f CTR is the wavelength (Aki & Richards, 1980; Vilajosana et al., 2007) . As indicated in Table A1 , the ground densities ( ) were assumed to be 2,500 kg/m 3 at Foj quarry and 2,700 at Ponderosa, which are classic values for limestone and andesite rocks. The seismic phase velocity of surface waves (c R ), in m/s, was calculated to be 1,690 at Foj and 2,200 at Ponderosa. To obtain c R , we used reported values for shear wave speeds ( ) in limestone and igneous rocks (Assefa et al., 2003; Simmons, 1964) and followed Stein and Wysession (2003) to ascertain their velocity as (2 − 2∕ √
3) , considering Rayleigh waves to be representative of the recorded signals (see Appendix B). Q is the dimensionless quality factor accounting for the attenuation of a seismic wave (Xia et al., 2002) and is set to 10, which stands for a moderately damaged medium (e.g., Farin et al., 2015) . Even though the previous assumptions are reasonable, neither Q, c R nor the terrain's could be very well constrained (i.e., no quantification was made from field data). To consider this uncertainty, we also performed a computation based on 1,000 realizations in which their values were varied within a likely span. The goal was to limit uncertainty by observing maximum potential deviation from our best estimate (BE) of values reported above. Ranges were selected according to geologic setting and obtained/chosen values in the previous literature (Farin et al., 2015; Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 Vilajosana et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2002) and were as follows (further explanation is provided in the next paragraph): 800 ≤ c R ≤ 2,000 (m/s) and 1,900 ≤ ≤ 2,600 (kg/m 3 ; Foj), 900 ≤ c R ≤ 2,200 and 2,100 ≤ ≤ 2,800 (Ponderosa); 3 ≤ Q ≤ 30. Each of the 1,000 computations picks a random value within the specified ranges for the previous three parameters. All range values for a certain parameter had equal probability of being selected.
Previous papers computing radiated elastic energies determined phase velocities from standard phase picking as in Vilajosana et al. (2008) or from geophysical methods (e.g., Hibert, Malet, et al., 2017 based on Hibert et al., 2012 . Seismic wave propagation time could not be used here to determine c R , because the accelerometer and cameras were not set to the same time systems (refer to section 2.2.2 below). Thus, a theoretical approach in which c R was estimated from shear wave speeds was used. Because previous studies obtained lower values than ours (in the range of 300-1,000 m/s), the BEs computed for c R herein lie in the upper extreme of the considered range. The computation of following equation (4) involved both c R and a dimensionless quality factor Q. The latter appears to range from close to 1 (very damaged medium) to 30 (slightly damaged) in most literature references (Farin et al., 2015; Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 Vilajosana et al., 2008; Xia et al., 2002) . We excluded from this span the most extreme values of Q < 3 only, relying on the fact that for our case, the medium could range from almost intact to somewhat damaged. Ground densities have previously been selected either by choosing common values in the literature for a certain terrain type (e.g., Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 or by comparing phase velocity values that were obtained with those expected for different rock densities (Vilajosana et al., 2008) . Here we assumed that quarry rock densities apply.
While the boundary conditions for the calculation and comparison of seismic energy values were very well constrained (see section 2.2), it should be noted that the use of only one recording device limited the maximum level of inference based on seismic signals. Detection of local terrain heterogeneities in a particular direction, determination of phase velocities by using travel time residuals, and computation of a local attenuation relationship (and ) are aspects that are outside the scope of this study, due to network shortcomings.
Characterization of the Fragmentation Seismic Signature
In rockfalls, fragmentation analysis is still in its early phase (Arosio et al., 2015; Giacomini et al., 2009; Ruiz-Carulla et al., 2016) . However, an improved understanding of this phenomenon is required to improve its prediction and consequences. Rockfalls have two phases in which fragmentation is of paramount importance: the beginning (detachment of the rock mass from the cliff ) and the impact of the block(s) on the ground. Seismic signal recordings of crack propagation have been studied in the context of freeze-thaw cycles (e.g., Amitrano et al., 2010) and stress loading (e.g., Senfaute et al., 2009; Spillmann et al., 2007; Walter et al., 2012) with a concern for the initiation of the main instability movement. The aforementioned literature shows that precursory signals can be detected (see also Arosio et al., 2015 , and references therein, for an extended background). Nevertheless, to our knowledge, extensive seismic signal analysis of rockfall block breakage upon impact has not been conducted so far.
Herein, we focus on determining which seismic signal features that are systematic of fragmentation impacts were recorded by the accelerometer and explore them in the frequency and time domains. Consequently, the seismic recordings that correspond to the main impact on the quarry floor are used for this part (Figure 2 ). The frequency parameters listed below were chosen to quantify the differences observed qualitatively in a preliminary revision of the first recordings at Foj quarry (Figures 3 and 4 ). It was first noticed that recorded frequencies were higher and spectra sometimes showed a dominant and sharp peak when block breakage took place. Conversely, no evidence of fragmentation in time domain was found from these initial observations. Therefore, time parameters were picked to provide information about the signal's duration and increasing time, intensity, and impulsiveness ( Figure 5 ), to acquire a thorough characterization of the seismic signal. If fragmentation is linked to any characteristic in the time domain, then it should most likely respond to duration, intensity of the impact, or emergence of the signal, and so this characterization could be able to capture it. In addition, all F and NF spectra and signal envelopes and their stacks (mean) were studied together to complete this part. To avoid digital integration, the analysis was performed directly on the acceleration signals, which were band-pass filtered from 5 to 120 Hz as noted above. Because we emphasize the comparison between F and NF recordings, it should be noted that choosing of a particular criterion for determining a parameter is not as important as maintaining the same criterion for all studied recordings (i.e., we are more interested in the relative variations observed between F and NF blocks than in the absolute values themselves). For parameter computations, the initial and final times correspond to those selected for the calculation of E s (t i and t f ; obtained as detailed above following equation (1): i. Predominant frequency f p . The predominant frequency is defined as that corresponding to the maximum value y max of the discrete acceleration spectrum y, of a block impact, that is, the X coordinate associated with y max . Spectra are obtained with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm (e.g., Figure 4 ). ii. Frequency (or spectral) centroid f CTR . While some spectra show a dominant peak, others have multiple peaks and are not centered around the main one. The frequency centroid is a measure of where (i.e., at which frequency) their center of mass is located and thus supplies additional information for the latter cases that the f p cannot provide. Using frequency and amplitude information from the FFT computation, f CTR is evaluated as in equation (5) above. In the key points, abstract, and conclusions, we use the equivalent terms spectral centroid frequency or acceleration spectrum centroid frequency, to emphasize that this is a measure of the frequency (and not amplitude) and that it is measured from the acceleration spectra. iii. Bandwidth BW. This parameter is intended to characterize the sharpness of the main spectral peak, which was seen to vary substantially. Scanning each discrete spectrum from the predominant frequency, we compute the difference between the highest (f f ) and lowest frequencies (f i ) whose associated values y(f ) are still larger than y max / √ 2, which corresponds to a loss of 3 dB in amplitude (approximately a 30% decrease). Thus, the BW of a spectrum (equation (6)) diminishes with increased sharpness of the main peak:
The threshold value of a 3-dB loss in amplitude was picked to ensure that (i) the energy decay was already significant and (ii) the value was not too large so that the algorithm, which searched the nearest sample to that of the decay amplitude, found it within the main spectral peak. . The signal and spectra (panels a, d and c, f ) were filtered between 5 and 120 Hz. The spectrograms were calculated with a moving window of length ∼10% that of the signal and ∼90% of overlap. We show the power spectral density relative to the plotted frequencies over time (raw signal) and report it in decibel as follows: Amplitude (dB) = 10log 10 (power spectral density). Central panels: Note that the left-side spectrogram is centered at higher frequencies than the one to its right. Lower panels: Spectral centroid f CTR , predominant frequency f p , and bandwidth (represented here using initial and final points f i and f f ). Single-sided spectra were computed using a fast Fourier transform algorithm and amplitudes were normalized to the maximum. See text in section 2.1.2 for descriptions of parameter calculations. PGA = peak ground acceleration.
iv. Bounded duration of an impact signal BD. The impact duration (equation (7)) is evaluated here as the time span between the first (t i ) and last (t f ) sample inside the 0.05 and 99.95% limits of the Husid integral H I (t; see equation (2)).
v. Increasing and decreasing phase ratio ID. We considered whether fragmentation of a block on ground impact influences the emergence of the signal. We address this issue by dividing the duration of the rise time by that of the decreasing time. This parameter was previously used by Hibert et al. (2014; in velocigrams) to differentiate between rockfall seismic signals and volcano-tectonic tremors. It is quantified as in equation (8), where PGA is the peak ground acceleration:
vi. Arias intensity I A . Threshold values for landslide triggering have been previously defined by using the Arias intensity (e.g., Bommer & Boore, 2004) . Here we include this parameter to study whether fragmentation impacts are related with (i.e., generate) systematically higher intensities of vibration. It is computed as expressed in equation (9): (3)), its mean, peak ground acceleration (PGA), and duration of increasing and decreasing phases for the computation of increasing and decreasing phase ratio (shaded in gray according to the legend). (b) Acceleration signal and bounded duration limits. (c) Husid plot showing the cumulative integral of the squared acceleration and its 0.05% and 99.95% values, which were used throughout the paper to determine signal duration. The integral is normalized to the maximum value.
where t iA and t fA are the lower and upper time values limiting the strong vibration phase (Arias, 1970) . For convenience, we ascribe t i = t iA and t f = t fA . a(t) is the acceleration signal, and g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s 2 ). vii. Ratio of the PGA to the envelope mean R pem . This parameter is intended to differentiate signals with a well-defined peak from others that are rather flat throughout their duration, as previously done by Hibert et al. (2014) . We compute the PGA and envelope mean of the acceleration signal. The mean is taken from the amplitude envelope obtained as in equation (3), which covers the absolute value of the signal.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the described parameters to assess the fragmentation signature in the time and frequency domains.
The aforementioned parameters had the best capabilities for characterizing block fragmentation and the seismic signal itself. Additional tested parameters that did not improve the results presented in section 3.3 are listed below. In the frequency domain (acceleration spectrum): peak value, ratio of the energy higher than f p or f CTR to that lower than f p or f CTR , energy in the lower portion (up to 10 and 30 Hz) and in the frequency band from 1 Hz to f p or f CTR , energy in the upper portion (from 70 and 100 Hz to Nyquist frequency), and from f p or f CTR to Nyquist frequency, BW (in Hz) as explained in (iii.) above for a loss of 40% in amplitude, and ratio of the main to the second peak (this last parameter was found to be higher for most fragmentation impacts at Foj, but not at Ponderosa). In the time domain (acceleration signal): PGA, bounded duration to 10% of the PGA (i.e., the time span between the first and last sample that achieved the indicated threshold value), the envelope mean itself, and the kurtosis and skewness of the envelope (statistical tools to assess how prone to outliers a particular distribution is, and its asymmetry with regard to the mean, respectively). Finally, it should be noted that trials for the parameter computations explained above were carried out using the horizontal (longitudinal and transverse) and vertical components. However, because similar capabilities were found among them (similar results), we only report our findings for the maximum component (the longitudinal) in the results section.
Experimental Single-Block Rockfalls 2.2.1. Test Site Design and Experiment Description
As fragmentation and rockfall kinetics were to be studied during the tests, the sites were carefully selected to (1) provide enough height gap for impacting energies to be potentially damaging for each block's integrity and (2) allow full instrumentation deployment. Each block was dropped using a bulldozer as a block-picking means, which required wide access to the top of the slope. Both sections were single benched profiles (i.e., a single, continuous slope and the quarry floor). The testing profiles had an upper section with a slightly gentler inclination than the lower one, which was useful to ensure block contact with the slope and increased kinetic energy upon ground impact. For the calculations in section 3.2 below, the mean slope angle ( ) between the crest and the toe is taken. The total fall height (h), including the bulldozer blade, was 16.5 at Foj and 21.5 m at Ponderosa (Figures 1a-1c ; the relative location of the deployed instrumentation is provided in the figure as well). The blocks were painted with three main color stripes around each major axis to make them more visible as they propagated down the slope. The deposition floor was cleaned after every ∼10 block releases at Foj and ∼15 block releases at Ponderosa. The tests consisted of a repetitive process in which each single block was released one by one and tracked by the previously distributed instrumentation. At Foj, the number of impacts on the slope (before the main one on the quarry floor below) was 1 or 2, whereas at Ponderosa it was always 1. See Gili et al. (2016) for further details on the experiment itself.
Instrumentation
A TITAN triaxial accelerometer was placed on the quarry floor, fixed on solid rock at some ∼20-30 m from the block impacts on the ground (Figure 1 ). It was set to a sampling frequency of 250 Hz and to 1/8-g saturation limits to improve its sensitivity.
Four surveying rods and a minimum of six targets (GCPs) were strategically placed around the site to subsequently georeference all images. The video camera set composed of three high-speed video cameras (HSVCs) fixed at a particular position and two standard picture or video digital devices. The cameras were manually initialized at the beginning of each test fall and could be synchronized with each other by means of a photographic flash pulse that was generated three times per block release (just before the drop, during propagation, and near the end time). Unfortunately, because the cameras and accelerometer could not be synchronized, wave propagation times could not be used to infer seismic phase velocities (c R ; see section 2.1.1). In addition, a Leica TM30 reflectorless total station and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) aerial photography were used extensively during the tests, to measure positions of GCPs, cameras, and the main fragments' final position (to compute runouts), and to generate orthophotomaps and 3-D models of the testing sites  see Figure 1 ).
Block Description, Volumes, and Fragmentation
The bedrock in the two quarries from which the blocks were extracted is used as riprap, to armor shorelines and related structures. The blocks themselves were extracted by blasting from the same lithological unit at each quarry and were provided to us by the operators. They were angular to subangular, and a few of them were subrounded. Similar in size (see Table A1 ) and appearance , they can be considered homogeneous when compared to natural rockfall size distributions. Still, Schmidt L-hammer rebound values were not equal for all of them. No correlation was found between block breakage levels and the values provided by the Schmidt L-hammer rebound test, possibly because this method only captures the properties of the block surface .
The volume of each block was measured before the experiments. A first approximation was obtained via measuring tape along the three dimensions of the block (V 1 ). In addition, a photogrammetric survey was employed in situ, to create a 3-D model of each block from which a more accurate volume was later obtained (V 3D ). The V 3D value is used hereafter when referring to the measured volume without further specification. Because the blocks were extracted from rock outcrops at each quarry, the masses (m) were calculated using the exploited rock's density ( ). Note that the same is used for both the blocks and the terrain, because the blocks were extracted from within the quarry. Table A1 summarizes the results (tables and figures herein report values for the blocks that were studied only. The selection criteria are provided above in section 2.1.).
After each release, two criteria were considered to determine fragmentation (F) of test blocks. The number of generated fragments (N frag ) as manually measured on the deposition area was employed in the first defined criterion (F occurs if N frag > 1 after impact). However, the fragmented fraction in terms of volume was also considered (F occurs if V final ∕V initial < 0.95 after impact, where V final refers to the volume of the largest individual portion of a block after the impact; the fragmented fraction V frag is then 1 − V final ∕V initial , so we are interested Note. m is mass, v is impact velocity, P is the total momentum upon ground impact, E k is impact kinetic energy, and E p is potential energy.
in V frag > 0.05). The latter was finally selected to define whether F had occurred, based on the fact that trifling block chips would come off from many blocks after impacts. The differences are illustrated in Table A2 .
Impact Velocity
Three videos were recorded for each block release, using the deployed HSVCs. By combining the videos, these data were used to determine velocities as follows: First, the terrain coordinates of the GCPs were obtained from topographic measurements, to centimeter accuracy. This provided a spatial reference framework and so added to the temporal framework provided by the HSVCs. When both frameworks are combined, positions, velocities, and accelerations can be calculated. Second, the terrain coordinates of each block were obtained by applying photogrammetry to the previously synchronized frames. Initially, this part of the process requires the image coordinates of the GCPs measured from each frame to be associated with their corresponding terrain coordinates, by means of the central projection equations. Once enough points with an appropriate distribution have been ascribed image and terrain coordinates, the position of the projection center and the camera orientation can be calculated. The technique is called external orientation (Hartley & Zisserman, 2003) .
Once the external orientation of the three cameras has been performed, the terrain coordinates of any point visible in at least two cameras (e.g., points on the surface of a block) can be computed by measuring the image coordinates from the frames. For this case, the terrain coordinates of the blocks were calculated roughly every 0.1 s and so were the velocities. The positioning mean square error was estimated to be about ±0.05 m; thus, the impact velocities that were obtained are very accurate. The procedure is explained in more detail in Prades et al. (2017) .
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Potential Energies and Kinetic Parameters
Potential energies and the following kinetic parameters, whose relations to E s values are explored in the results (section 3.1) are computed as follows: (i) potential energy (E p = mgh), (ii) impact kinetic energy (E k = 1 2 mv 2 ), (iii) momentum (P = mv), and (iv) mass (m = V 3D ); g is for gravity acceleration on the Earth's surface, h is height, and v is velocity. Here the total computed velocity (
is used, as obtained just before the main impact of each block on the quarry floor. The values are provided in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion

Seismic Energy and Rockfall Kinetics
The application of equation (1) yielded values for seismic energy E s between 0.3 and 35 J at Foj and 0.05 and 12 J at Ponderosa, for our BE of parameters. Figure 6 also depicts the range of values as obtained from 1,000 realizations picking a random value within the defined ranges for Q, c R , and for the rock substrate (see section 2.1.1). In terms of absolute values, impacts releasing higher seismic energy also varied more widely for the defined parameter range. Our BE was found to be between the 75th and 95th percentiles for most of the blocks, although it could be slightly higher in some specific cases (Figures 6c and 6d) . The calculated E sT ∕E p ratios (R s∕p ) were between 10 −6 and 10 −5 at Foj, whereas Ponderosa's blocks had values in between 10 −7 and 10 −5 (BE). The mean value obtained by considering all blocks was 1.40⋅10 −5 and 4.29⋅10 −6 , respectively. E s ∕E k ratios (R s∕k ) were mostly of the same order of magnitude for both quarries' blocks, with average values being 2.05⋅10 −5 (Foj) and 3.40⋅10 −6 (Ponderosa; Figure 7) . The values may be systematically lower at Ponderosa due to a scree cone that formed on the quarry floor after subsequent releases, thus incrementing energy absorption by ground deformation. A mean seismic noise energy calculation before the impacts and within the 5-to 120-Hz passband was performed for each quarry following equation (1). The values of mean noise energy (scaled to impact waveform duration) that were obtained were always less than 0.1% of the seismic energy value without their removal (both quarries). Hence, we conclude that the seismic energy and energy ratios were not affected by noise within the frequency passband.
However, because of uncertainty in the parameters defining the ground properties, an estimate of the real accuracy of our BE result is difficult to provide here. Interestingly, while the considered likely variation in the aforementioned parameters may be great (see section 2.1.1), E s values ranging from 5th to 95th percentiles were mostly in the same order of magnitude; the observation is similar when the full range is included (Figures 6c and 6d) . Consequently, while the reported E s result is subject to some level of uncertainty, the order of magnitude of the ratios with both E p (R s∕p ) and E k (R s∕k ) is reliable. While the conversion factor from E p to radiated elastic energy in rockfalls seems to vary in the literature, it is usually low. For larger volumes (10 3 to 10 6 m 3 ), Deparis et al. (2008) found ratios between 10 −6 and 10 −3 . For smaller volumes (1 to 10 4 m 3 ), Hibert et al. (2011) obtained ratios in the range 10 −5 -10 −3 by fitting simulated potential energy data to seismic energies retrieved from seismograms. This last result is in accordance with findings in Bottelin et al. (2014) , who obtained ratios of 10 −4 for two rockfalls of about 2 ⋅ 10 3 m 3 . The variability in ratios within the same experiment has usually been attributed to the influence of nonlinear effects (the geotechnical characteristics of sites). Disparity is also found in studies focused on smaller rock volumes and seismic instrumentation located a few meters from impacts: Vilajosana et al. (2008) obtained a ratio as high as 0.25 for a 70-m 3 occurrence in the Montserrat massif, Catalonia. Conversely, Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) propose a linear correlation between E k and E s for their data set from the French Alps, which yields ratios in the order of 10 −6 for their E k range (the authors compare E s to the impacting kinetic energy, which is a fraction of the E p ). The type of rockfall could also have a strong influence on the result (e.g., Hibert et al., 2011) . This would partially explain why the relative E s obtained by Vilajosana et al. (2008) is much higher; they studied an event with a free fall of about 100 m, which contrasts with the controlled releases of blocks in a gully with gentle slope angles (∼20 ∘ to 45 ∘ ) by Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) . The tests performed here could be classified somewhere in the middle, being closer to those in Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) , as were the relative obtained E s values (R s∕p and R s∕k in between 10 −7 and 10 −4 ; see Figure 7 ).
No indication of the energy budget used in block breakage could be obtained for the tested blocks (i.e., no observable differences in radiated elastic energies between F and NF blocks). No particular impact geometry (IG) seems to systematically be the reason behind the low or high values either (Figure 7) . Small relative E s should be expected for impacts conducted herein mainly because of partial elasticity on ground contact (the block does not stop but bounces away). In addition, ground deformation and other dissipation effects (fragmentation, heat, or acoustic emission) could also explain the low efficiency that seems to dominate the transference of both potential and kinetic to seismic energy (e.g., Vilajosana et al., 2008) . This finding should be useful for further studies on the impacts (with or without fragmentation) of rockfalls on inclined slopes, as energy loss due to elastic radiation from the source could arguably be neglected. Differences obtained in the computed ratios (Figure 7) could be attributed to the following: (i) specific propagation characteristics (bouncing, rolling, and sliding of the blocks, which may influence the impact velocity, among other factors), (ii) block strength and damage (e.g., rock matrix strength, joint spacing, and persistence), (iii) local heterogeneities of the impact points and travel paths; the mineral exploitation at both quarries would likely have resulted in a shallow layer of infill material with different properties and thickness, over a surface of irregularly excavated rock, and (iv) damping factor (see equations (1) and (4)) that is too simple to describe radiated elastic energy drainage in a fairly fractured and damaged medium. Bearing in mind the notable attenuation of high-frequency waves with distance, using multiple seismic recording devices at different distances would allow future studies to empirically determine energy attenuation as a function of frequency and r.
Definitive statements about the dominant factors (if any) and/or how they combine to influence this high variability in the computed E s values and particularly in ratios cannot be provided without quantification, so is beyond the possibilities of this analysis. However, the scatter could arguably be attributed to ground heterogeneity as the main cause: as explained above, the main block impacts took place on a flat floor whose lithology is constant and equal to that of the blocks but filled with a thin layer of rock debris of irregular thickness, and likely to be fractured to some extent. In this setting, the tests were carried out under controlled conditions; all block falls were conveniently recorded with the equipment deployed in place, which allowed for high accuracy in the calculation of all kinetic measurements (see section 2.2). The range of impact velocities and block sizes was similar (see Tables 1 and A1) , and neither block strength (L-hammer measurements; section 2.2.3) nor impact geometry (plotted in Figure 7 onward) could explain the variability. We acknowledge that the blocks' internal structure is subject to some degree of uncertainty; nevertheless, it is precisely by elimination of the aforementioned directly related factors that we reason that the other element at play (the terrain) should account for the scatter (i.e., fill thickness, compaction, and local buried bedrock fractures). Figure 6 ) and E sT . The marker's edge type corresponds to impact geometry (IG) as determined from the video analysis for each of the released blocks; undefined is indicated when IG could not be determined from the video analysis. Color differentiates F and NF blocks.
Next, we report the comparison of seismic energy values with kinetic parameters as shown in Figure 8 . In addition to examining E k and E p (Figures 8a and 8g) , we compared the seismic energies that were obtained with the following: (i) E p (Figures 8b and 8h) , (ii) E k (Figures 8c and 8i ), (iii) mass (m; Figures 8d and 8j) , (iv) vertical momentum (P z = mv z ; Figures 8e and 8k) , and (v) momentum (P; Figures 8f and 8l) . A log scale was used, as the data span various orders of magnitude. Markers are plotted for our BE, along with error bars corresponding to 5th-95th percentiles of the randomized calculation shown in Figure 6 , which was described above. As expected for blocks that roll down the same slope, high correlation is displayed between E p and E k . However, the ratio of kinetic to potential energy can be as low as 0.5 for Foj's blocks and 0.6 for Ponderosa's, which means that the amount of energy lost along the inclined slope (before the main impact) can already reach 50% of the initial value (Figures 8a and 8g ). Seismic energy seems to scale with parameters (i) to (v) in a similar way, roughly following a linear trend. Consequently, a best-fit linear regression model was computed for each panel and is shown with a solid blue line. The corresponding equations are provided in each legend. The determination coefficients R 2 were low, close to 0.3-0.5 at Foj and around 0.2-0.4 at Ponderosa. However, p values were between 10 −4 and 0.015 and so should provide support for discarding the null hypothesis that there is no linear correlation between the plotted variables. Thus, while the correlation should be significant, our results suffer from high dispersion. The highest correlation was obtained for E s versus P z at Foj (panel e; R 2 of 0.47). The theoretical approach by Farin et al. (2015) reports that a scaled vertical momentum parameter (mv 13∕5 z ) should correlate with E s , but this was tested here and did not significantly improve the previous determination coefficients (the obtained R 2 at Foj was 0.50, marginally above 0.47). The determination coefficients were slightly lower after testing mv 0.5 z , which had previously been found to provide the best correlation by Farin et al. (2015) and had also been recently employed by Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) , who obtained R 2 ∼ 0.5. Disparity in our results could be attributed to factors (i) to (iv) stated above with regard to the E s values. Farin et al. (2015) also explain how sampling rates that are too low for the fully generated spectrum to be recovered may prevent the determination of a true total value of E s . They use this argument to justify that seismic energies as obtained from rockfalls in their study do not appear to follow a theoretically derived scaling with mv 13∕5 z . However, this could hardly be the reason behind the weak correlations found in our study; signals were recorded with a sampling frequency of 250 Hz (frequencies up to 125 Hz are visible), which covers all observable energetic frequencies reaching the recording distance, as shown in the spectrograms (Figures 3  and 4) . Additionally, this comment is supported by a brief analysis of the theoretical frequency peaks predicted at the impact point, as noted above in section 2.1.1 and detailed in Appendix C. For most cases, the energy of the theoretical spectral velocity peaks above the Nyquist frequency only represents, a 2.4% or less Figure 8 . Seismic energy result and comparison with kinetic parameters and potential energies. Parameter abbreviations are in accordance with nomenclature defined and used in the text. Except for panels (a) and (g), which show a 1 to 1 line, the trend lines are best-fit linear regression models and the equations are shown in the corresponding legends. The plots also provide the coefficient of determination (R 2 ), coefficient of correlation (p c ), and p values . Black lines extending from the markers refer to the 5th to 95th percentiles of the randomized calculation shown in Figure 6 . The marker's edge type corresponds to impact geometry (IG), as determined from the video analysis for each of the released blocks; undefined is indicated when IG could not be determined from the video analysis. Color differentiates F and NF blocks.
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of the energy in the frequency band that we capture and so supports rejection of the hypothesis that we cannot account for energetic frequencies higher than our Nyquist frequency, set at 125 Hz. In accordance with Hibert, Malet, et al. (2017) , we suggest that mass and velocity might be controlling the generation of seismic signals in a similar way, or perhaps one of the two is of paramount importance. The results in Figure 8 do not allow us to infer which physical parameter(s) are conclusively the driving factor behind the recorded seismic signals.
Marker edges in Figure 8 also provide the IG of ground impacts, but there were no systematic differences in terms of E s between blocks impacting face first and those edge first. An additional observation regarding fragmentation and impact geometry is that only 2 out of 10 blocks impacting face-first broke at Foj, and none at Ponderosa; moreover, three out of the four blocks impacting edge first broke at Foj, but the percentage was lower at Ponderosa (three out of eight; see Table A2 ). Other parameters that were tested for possible scaling with E s were the impact velocity and impacting angle (measured from the horizontal); no scaling was found.
Rockfall Volumes Inferred From Seismic Energy
In this section we follow the approach proposed by Hibert et al. (2011) , who showed that the seismic and potential energies of rockfalls were linked (Hibert et al., 2011 (Hibert et al., , 2014 . They obtained an analytical solution that yields the potential energy lost by a granular flow propagating down a flat slope. This expression is a function of the detached mass volume; then, provided the ratio of seismic to potential energy for a source area is known, it may be used to calculate the rockfall volume based on recovered seismic energy values (equation (10)). We consider the quarry floor where blocks stop their motion at height h = 0; thus,
where is directly the block density, considering that the fraction of solid material is 1 for an individual block (i.e., the volume of the propagating mass equals the volume of the block itself ), g is the gravitational acceleration, L is the slope length (≈20 m at Foj and ≈ 25 m at Ponderosa), is the mean angle of the slope (≈60 ∘ at Foj and ≈70 ∘ at Ponderosa), and is the average angle between the deposit surface and the slope face (see Figure 1) . The blocks stopped their motion on the flat floor; hence, we take = 180 − for our particular case (i.e., the block is the deposit once its motion becomes 0 and is parallel to the flat floor). As block size was accurately determined by means of 3-D models of each block, this was a good opportunity to assess the result by applying equation (10) under the experimental conditions of the performed single-block rockfalls. As described above, loss of potential energy along the slope was significant (E k < E p ); therefore, the estimation of volumes was also performed by employing the impacting kinetic energies (instead of the total potential energy) in equation (10).
Results are displayed in Figure 9 , where it is shown that volumes determined with potential energies (V Ep ) are constantly 50% higher than the true volume V (as determined from the 3-D block models, V 3D in Table A1 ). This result is very similar to the validation case reported in Hibert et al. (2011) , who obtained a computed volume approximately 1.43 times that of the detached mass (estimated by means of photogrammetry). Ratios V Ep ∕V are constant because potential energies were determined using the block masses, which were themselves computed by means of the true volume and the rock block density; this results in the right-hand side of equation (10) being a constant [C = f( , )] times the true volume. However, when kinetic energies are used, the volumes (V Ek ) that are obtained are much closer. They are not constant, because in this case impacting velocities v enter the equation. The mean of the ratios (V Ek ∕V) is 0.94 for Foj's blocks (Figure 9a ) and 1.07 for those tested at Ponderosa (Figure 9b ), and the standard deviation is of 0.093 and 0.066, respectively. Another option in the calculation would have been to take the angle to be 0 (Hibert et al., 2011 (Hibert et al., , 2014 , considering that the slope angle is substantially larger than the friction angle of the rock and that blockfall propagation is stopped by the quarry floor (i.e., any deposit along the slope must be parallel to its inclination). This was tested and worsened the volume estimations reported above by an increase of roughly 50%. Moreover, because most of the released mass did not stop along the slope but on the quarry floor, we consider that the procedure that was used fit better in the context of our tests. The plots also show the mean value of the ratios between the calculated and true volumes and the standard deviation ( ) for V Ek ∕V. The standard deviation of V Ep ∕V is 0 (see text in section 3.2). In this plot, we do not distinguish between fragmented and nonfragmented blocks, and the marker's edge type corresponds to impact geometry (IG), as determined from the video analysis for each of the released blocks; undefined is indicated when IG could not be determined from the video analysis.
Our finding that V Ek is closer to the real volume ( Figure 9 ) is linked with total recovered seismic energies (E sT ) that mainly resulted from the impact on the horizontal quarry floor. This result is significant because impacting kinetic energy could be a more representative quantity than the total fall height energy, for the estimation of rock properties of rockfalls on slopes. Hence, further studies that explore this issue in more detail are needed, as is an analysis over a greater size span (the masses used in this analysis expand less than 2 orders of magnitude from 699 to 13,581 kg). Of course, the usage of impacting kinetic energies in real cases might be less convenient, as it would demand previous knowledge of energy loss during the fall path before the main impact. Furthermore, it is worth recalling that variation in the computed E s values and ratios was found to be substantial for very similar rockfalls at each quarry. Although other unknown factors could be at play, ground heterogeneity seems likely to be the main factor causing this scatter (see the discussion in section 3.1 above). Hence, considering that the quarry setting where seismic signals propagated was probably more homogeneous than most natural sites, we must conclude that accurately estimating rockfall volumes just by employing E s does not seem feasible at this point (i.e., when neither E p or E k are known).
Fragmentation on Seismic Recordings as Expressed in the Frequency and Time Domains
Results of the frequency analysis of block impacts on the quarry floor are shown in Figure 10 . In summary, the plots show that blocks that fragmented on ground impact (red lines and black markers) are repeatedly linked with higher-frequency seismic signals (i.e., most energy is released at higher frequencies); this confirms what was first seen in spectrograms after processing the data (Figures 3 and 4) . The mean spectra show that nonfragmented (NF) blocks release most of their energy at lower frequencies than fragmented (F) blocks, and vice versa (Figures 10a and 10d ). For Foj's blocks, the spectral centroid (f CTR ) manages to separate both populations (fragmented, F, and nonfragmented, NF) better than the predominant frequency (Figures 10b and 10e) Figures 10c and 10f ) .
A time analysis is provided in Figure 11 . The stacks (mean) of the signal envelopes manage to capture some existing differences in the time domain. From an observation of Figures 11a and 11f , it can be said that while the maximum acceleration is achieved at the beginning of the signal for both F and NF groups, F signals decay somewhat slower in time than NF signals. However, the differences are subtle at Foj, where more F data are available. The reported parameters allow each signal's duration (BD and ID), intensity (I A ), and impulsiveness (R pem ) to be characterized, according to the methodology employed (section 2.1.2). The BD of the ground impacts themselves oscillate between 0.1 and 0.5 s for most cases and are slightly greater for Foj impacts (Figures 11b and 11g) . The ID ratio is less than 1 for all signals but one at each quarry (Figures 11c and 11h ). This was an expected result because the energy that an impactor transmits to the ground should be maximum near the beginning (initial time) and then diminish. Neither I A nor R pem manage to capture differences between F and NF blocks; thus, none of the individual parameters succeeded in characterizing fragmentation (Figures 11b-11e and 11g-11j ).
Spectral analysis of seismic signals showed higher dominant frequencies than those appearing in seismic recordings resulting from natural rockfalls (e.g., Dammeier et al., 2011; De Santis et al., 2016; Hibert et al., 2011) . This result could be explained by the greater density of quarry bedrock in comparison to previous studies' , and ratio of the envelope peak to the envelope mean (R pem ; see section 2.1.2 for definitions). Mass is displayed along the X axes of these plots. The marker's edge type corresponds to impact geometry (IG), as determined from the video analysis for each of the released blocks; undefined is indicated when IG could not be determined from the video analysis. Color differentiates F and NF blocks.
settings (e.g., granular terrace in Vilajosana et al., 2008 , volcanic rocks in Farin et al., 2015 Hibert et al., 2011 , or marls in Hibert, Malet, et al., 2017 and the short distance source (impact) to signal, which may be driving the observed frequencies more than the initial impact (e.g., Tsai et al., 2012) . While signal attenuation was accounted for in the calculation of seismic energies ( coefficient; section 2.1.1), it is neglected for this part (section 3.3) because the focus is on the relative variation between F and NF impacts. Block breakage was essentially characterized by higher energetic frequencies (relative to those of NF blocks; see Figures 10a,  10b, 10d, and 10e ). Acknowledging the variability obtained in the energy ratios (section 3.1), observed differences between F and NF spectra/signals could partially respond to distinct block propagation, damage, and impact ground heterogeneities (i.e., seismic signals of F blocks dominated by higher frequencies because 10.1029/2017JF004374 of a stiffer impact ground). However, our findings with nearly no frequency overlap between F and NF blocks seem to capture the intrinsic breakage phenomena (fracture growth) and are supported by statistically significant correlations between fragmentation/number of fragments (see Table A2 ) and f CTR : p values are of 3E−04 and 1E-03 at Foj, and 2E−04 for both fragmentation and number of fragments at Ponderosa. Therefore, our results agree with those from previous studies investigating precursory signals of mass detachment in rockfall processes, which had already linked short-period seismic signals with crack propagation phenomena (e.g., Arosio et al., 2015; Helmstetter & Garambois, 2010; Levy et al., 2011) . As regards the time domain, the observed slower amplitude decay of F signals could be linked to the block fragmentation process as well.
Unfortunately, because we cannot quantify the effect of the interplay among block/terrain properties nor the presence of damage in the impacting ground, further comments are outside the scope of the paper.
Conclusions
This paper presents the analysis of accelerometric recordings associated with two sets of real-scale single-block experimental rockfalls. Seismic energies (E s ) have been studied in absolute and relative terms (to that of the potential (E p ) and main impact kinetic (E k ) energies) and for possible scaling with kinetic parameters (section 3.1). Volumes of blocks have been inferred by employing E s and their relation to both E p and E k (section 3.2). Finally, the signature of fragmentation in the frequency and time domains has been explored (section 3.3). The most relevant findings of the study are as follows:
1. The computed ratios of seismic to both E p and E k energies spanned between 10 −7 and 10 −4 (Figure 7 ). For rockfalls on inclined slopes, this finding suggests that the fraction of impacting energy transmitted as seismic waves is not relevant. 2. While a statistically significant positive correlation was found between kinetic parameters and seismic energies, numeric fitting provided low determination coefficients (0.21 -0.47; Figure 8 ). Both mass and impact velocity are known to play a role in the generation of seismic signals, but further studies are required to define whether there may be a unique dominant factor. 3. The best volume estimations were obtained by using the impact kinetic energy (Figure 9 ). Recorded seismic signals were seen to be dominated by the main impact; thus, the employment of seismic energy relative to E k might be preferred for estimating rock properties of rockfalls on slopes, from the seismic signals they generate. However, given the observed variability in the computed ratios, it seems difficult to properly determine the volume of the falling mass without knowing E p nor E k . 4. Block breakage seismic signals were characterized by higher energetic frequencies (spectral centroid frequency of 56.62 ± 2.88 Hz at Foj and 52.84 ± 12.73 Hz at Ponderosa) when compared to those of nonfragmentation impacts (48.46 ± 4.39 Hz at Foj and 38.14 ± 4.73 Hz at Ponderosa); the spectral centroid managed to capture the differences as a single parameter ( Figure 10 ). Fragmentation signals also displayed a slightly slower decay in the time domain (Figures 11a and 11f ). Three out of four blocks impacting edge first at Foj fragmented, while only 2 out of 10 impacting face first did. At Ponderosa, none of the blocks impacting face first fragmented. 5. To diminish uncertainty when using seismic signals to retrieve rockfall characteristics, the usage of multiple seismic recording devices at various distances and covering the gap around the source point is recommended, as is the computation of a local attenuation model.
Appendix A: Additional Tables
This appendix provides additional information for the single-block rockfall experiments studied in this paper. For each block, Table A1 includes volumes and masses, and Table A2 shows the ground impact characteristics. Note. is 2,500(Foj) and 2,700(Ponderosa) kg/m 3 . Note. Column fields are as follows: identification number (no.), fragmentation (F; 1 = affirmative), generated number of fragments (N frag ), fragmented fraction relative to impacting volume (V frag ), and IG = block impact geometry (1 is face impact, 3 is edge/vertex, and 2 is undefined, i.e., it could not be determined from video analysis).
Appendix B: Three-Component Polarization Analysis
Equation (1) in the main text is commonly used in studies computing seismic energies from rockfalls (e.g., Hibert et al., 2011 Hibert et al., , 2014 Levy et al., 2015) . Among others, this equation entails the assumption of surface waves dominating the recorded waveform. Taking advantage of our three-component (3-C) recordings, we provide the results of a quantitative polarization analysis to test whether the aforementioned hypothesis is realistic in our context. We employ the complex polarization filter of Vidale (1986) and follow his text in this part. The process is explained below:
The analytic signal of each component is obtained as in equation (B1), where u r , v r , and w r represent the radial, transverse, and vertical time series, respectively. i is √ −1, and H t is the Hilbert transform:
w(t) = w r (t) + iH t (w r (t)).
(B1)
Then, the covariance matrix is as follows:
where in equation (B2), j * is the complex conjugation of j. The eigenvectors ([x i y i z i ]) and eigenvalues ( i ) of the 3 × 3 C(t) matrix can be computed for each sample as in equation (B3):
The maximum polarization is in the direction of the eigenvector V m = [x m y m z m ] associated with the largest eigenvalue m . We then find the rotation that results in the maximum length of the real component of V m by maximizing X. The search is made over = 0-180 in 1 ∘ increments: X = √ (ℜ(x m t )) 2 + (ℜ(y m t )) 2 + (ℜ(z m t )) 2 t = cos + i sin .
In (B4), ℜ(j) is the real part of j. Hence, the vector V m is rotated ∘ . Among others, this analysis allows us to obtain P E and P S , where the former is a measure of the elliptical component of polarization and P S indicates (e, f ) Elliptical component of polarization (P E ) and strength of polarization (P S ), as obtained for the corresponding recordings. Each column shows signals and polarization results as obtained for the frequency passband indicated at the top. Note that the quantitative analysis employs the three components, even though the transverse is not plotted here.
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where 1 is the smallest eigenvalue and 2 is the intermediate. We compute P E and P S by means of a simple code that incorporates the procedure detailed in equations (B1)-(B5). The results are given for signals filtered with a third-order Butterworth filter between 30 and 80 Hz (wide passband) and for a narrower passband of f CTR (equation (5)) ±10 Hz, which restricts the analysis to the most energetic frequencies of each signal. After a trial and error process to provide stable estimations, we use a sliding window with length 0.1 times the number of samples, with 90% overlap, to estimate P E and P S over time. The analysis is performed for Foj signals because the radial and transverse components were already well aligned with two axes of the accelerometer.
The results display average values of P E ∼ 0.5 (entire impact signal) and maximum values during the strong phase of each waveform of 0.7-0.9. The strength of polarization P S is high (∼0.8 on average and maximum values >0.9). Results are very similar for both passbands, thus confirming that the waveforms with spectral content around the f CTR dominate the signal. Graphic results are also provided in Figure B1 for two of the blocks. The wider passband (Figures B1a, B1c , and B1e) has minimum amplitude loss with respect to that used throughout the analysis (5-120 Hz; see section 2.1), though is somewhat more restricted to allow better visualization of surface waves in the accelerogram representation. From the figure it is clear that the strong phase of the waveform is dominated by elliptical polarization and that the strength of polarization is high (i.e., P S values close to 1, thus estimations are reliable; see Vidale, 1986) . In Figure B1 , the expression of the observed waveforms is characteristic of Rayleigh waves as well. Therefore, this result supports the assumption of surface waves dominating the waveform, as implied by equation (1) in the main text. Figure C1. (a) Normalized plot of the simulated force pulse f (t) and its equation (see text for parameter definitions). Note that, consistent with the rest of the text, normalizations are performed with respect to the maximum value of the variable displayed in the Y axis. In the case of (a), the time is also normalized as shown in the figure. (b-d) Spectrum of the f (t) for three values of R 1 , as obtained for the frequencies of interest. The plots show narrower frequency ranges for larger R 1 values because their amplitude decay increases. The gray discontinuous line serves as the 10% threshold of the maximum spectral velocity amplitude, and the red dotted line represents our Nyquist frequency (i.e., the maximum observable frequency, 125 Hz).
the largest diagonal of the block, v 0 is the average impact velocity for the studied blocks at each quarry (∼14 m/s at Foj and 17 m/s at Ponderosa), and 1 is 2,500 kg/m 3 at Foj and 2,700 at Ponderosa. A of 0.25 is taken for both the blocks and the horizontal quarry floor (propagation medium). E 1 (block) is 10 GPa at Foj and 30 GPa at Pondersa, whereas E 2 is 1 GPa for both quarries. The selected value of E 2 is smaller for the propagation terrain because both some superficial infill (due to standard exploitation works in the quarry) and mass waste (deposited after each block fall) were present in the impact terrain.
After generating the force pulse that simulates our impacts (equation (C1)), we obtain its expression in the frequency domain by using its integral definition (e.g., Brigham, 1973; Papoulis, 1962) . This spectrum should scale with unattenuated displacements (refer to equations (1) or (2) in McLaskey & Glaser, 2010) . Hence, to be consistent with our seismic energy computation, which uses the ground velocity envelope (refer to equation (1) in the main text), we convert it to spectral velocity by taking the product with the corresponding i = i2 f term. In this section, we avoid using a numerical FFT algorithm, in order to have better control of the spectrum resolution. The result is depicted in Figure C1 , with Figure C1a showing the force pulse.
In Figures C1b-C1d , the maximum amplitude is always within our frequency range (up to 125 Hz). The smaller radius ( Figure C1b ) is used to represent the few cases where the volume is less than 0.5 m 3 (refer to Table A2 ). For this scenario, the energy at frequencies higher than 125 Hz can still be important. However, for larger blocks, the energy that the Hertz impulse theory predicts at frequencies above 125 Hz is substantially lower. To provide additional quantitative evidence, the energy ratio between the theoretical spectral velocities (V( )) of frequencies 5-120 Hz (the interval used when calculating E s , refer to equation (1)) and those in the range 120-1,500 Hz was computed. The latter represent the energy, which would be "lost" due to network shortcomings. This does not imply that the impacts do not generate energy above 1.5 kHz; however, this upper limit was chosen as theoretical spectral velocity peaks above that frequency have, for the three R 1 cases explored, amplitudes that are below 1% of the maximum. Hence, they do not meaningfully contribute to the integral
